




1. In today’s world parents usually ………. that 
their children do not talk to them as they 
are more involved in electronic gadgets and 
social media.

2. He would ………. about every other child on the 
playground and his parents would fight with 
other parents so as to protect him.

A. Feel
B. Defend
C. Fight
D. Complain
E. observe



1. He was good with Mathematics so he could not 
fathom why other people cribbed about such an 
………. subject.

2. In a world so riddled with greed and corruption 
where every man seems to be out to get 
another, it is not very ………. to trust others.

A. good
B. exiting
C. wise
D. easy
E. interesting



3. Manufacturing currently contributes just over 
15% to the national GDP; with the help of 
Make in India initiative the government aims to 
______________ it to 25%.
a) Increase b) rev
c) Multiply d) raise

1. a and b
2. a and d
3. a only
4. d only
5. All fit



The IT sector has taken a massive blow due to 
automation because technological advancements 
have _______________ regular job’s pie.
a) consumed b) redundant
c) eaten into d) lost

1. c only
2. a and c
3. b only
4. a, b, c
5. All fit



In the history of public management reforms in 
India, the year 1991 marked a __________ in the 
government’s policies.
a) interruption b) paradigm shift
c) revolutionary disruption d) overhauling

1. a only
2. a and b
3. b only
4. b and c
5. All fit



The reason for financial inclusion of rural 
multitudes can be ____________ to the schemes 
like Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojna.
a) betokened b) attributed
c) alluded d) denoted

1. a and b
2. b and d
3. b only
4. c and d
5. All fit



To think of a drastic step such as demonetization as a 
____________ for uprooting the culture of stashing 
black money would be great folly.
a) panacea b) magic bullet
c) symbol d) ameliorant

1. a only
2. a and b
3. c and d
4. a, b, c
5. All fit



Maternal mortality is defined by the WHO as the 
death of a woman from any cause related to or 
_____________ by the pregnancy or its management.
a) mitigated b) exasperated
c) aggravated d) relieved

1. a and b
2. a and d
3. b and c
4. c only
5. All fit



One of the most beautiful features of democracy is 
its space to dissent. Anyone can show his dissent to 
anything and even hold ___________ protests.
a) harmless b) innocuous
c) unprovocative d) vehement

1. a only
2. a and b
3. a and c
4. a, b, c
5. All fit



The Tea Research Association has been planning to 
____________ artificial intelligence technologies to 
boost tea quality.
a) exploit b) harness
c) make use of d) utilize

1. a and c
2. a and d
3. c only
4. b, c, d
5. All fit



Globalisation has induced various administrative reforms 
like public management, good governance, tools of 
efficiency and accountability. Thus we can safely say that 
no country or no aspect has been left ______ by it.
a) changed b) unperturbed
c) possessed d) affected
1. a and b
2. Only b
3. b and d
4. b, c, d
5. All fit









For the BJP-led government at the Centre, 

___________ for several Assembly elections 

this year followed by the general election in 

2019, the pressure to check pump-level fuel 
prices is ___________.

1) maintain, withhold

2) preserve, neglect

3) fleeting, shun

4) gearing up, intensifying

5) condemnation, exclusory






